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PROVIDING COMPARABLE INFORMATION TO PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS:

g
ISSUES, PROBLEMS AND POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

OsCar.T.'Lenning, Joan S. Stark, and Patricia Wishart

The relatively recent establishment of.federal and state programs to _

asSist.stu6nts withiledudational costs has brought the Ameriban dream of

equal access to education beyond high school closer to reality. Although

-Sufficient funds are still not available to prOVide full opportunity fbr

all, only ,better communication about both available assistance and the

diverse types of postsecondary opportunities' can assure the eventual

achievement or free -choice as well as.equal access.

In order to. choose among postsecondary options, prospective students
.

4- musfte able to compare schoollisand programs in light of their needs and

interests. Studies of student choice indicate that 'cost- factors are

of primary importance( Kohn et al., 1974; Christensen, Medler a a Weisbrod,

1972 ; Davis and Van Dusen, 1975). _Thus, it is essential to h- p students
.

.
.1 . . r,

assets.accurately-the net costs of college attendance. Less is known

about othan'criteria *siudentsuse in Choosing colleges,-but it is clear that

'the importance of'other'elements, such -as parental influe,..student

ability, curricular program,.location,.college environment, and

perceived educational quality, differ fOr different students. A/wide

range of comparable information i''necssary to facilitate' choice by a
...

.- .

.

'diverse group 'of prospective students'. .

. ,,.

..- In part' ,, this need. for cqmparabJe information has been Mei.hy A

proliferation of gadebook% for. the prospectivd-student. Editors oft
.16 .

such gufdebooks have atteipted to provide similar information about
. '

..
. .

.

each 4stitutton.' The mayor purpose of the. gUidg,AloweVer; is't6-Nhelp

-
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students,narrow the list of alterna0.ve institutions, rather than to

r

4

guide the final choice. -The final choice. from 'among ,the selected upoisibleir

.

-depends u an more detailedinformation supplied directly by the instistutiOn
.

7 .

: and by other sources of counsel such as peers; parehts% counselors

'students attending the college, and alumni.
- I

.

A 14'
. .

Student decision making in the final stans'of selection is believed

by

,

many to have been hampered because comparable information is not

-1

supplied by the instituti ons themselves. Information that utilizes

common terminalligi arrived Jt through consistent procgdures is
. ,

lacking. For reasons to be discussed shortly,"the-hiPef- educatcon-community

has supported the comparison of information by:gutdebook publishers1

but !las done little to develop acceptable. techniques foradectuate

comparison at the_institutional level. Although college aamidistrattIrs

are aware that students will compare the information they receive, there
,

have been few attempts to co4erate'in developing.couistent content or

style,. Currentl Y, sdme state and federal agencies have-becom concerned
.

about the comparability of information. Institutions have been called upon

to develop procedures that will facilitate comparison.

Recent Attempts at- Comparability .

,

Although earlier suggestions for presenting-comparable information
. \

.
.

.
-.1

,went largely unheeded,
2

four participants in the icatiOnal Task Force on

'Better Information for Student Choice
3 have recently atempted to determine.,

11

,

1
Such guidebooks have,however,,been criticized"for nqt ensuring that the

Some procedures and definitions were used in gathering information of each school.

_

?The College Board's Commission on 'Tests discussed,such

1/
matters id 1568.

3The National Task Force, supported by The Fund for the Improvement,of

Postsecondary.Education,worked between 1975 and 1977, and involved eleven

demonstration Institutions and four resource agericies.

5
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2.s if :techniquei for gatherjpg and presenting comparable information. ..

\

,
.

.
. ...

.

4,

could be developed with cobReiating, groups of institutions. The four

attempts to compare infprmation differed considerably in,scopp, in

- the techniques used, and in ttke range of institutions'involved in

the effort:"

e College Scholarship -Selice focused on what is sdmptirpes refeiTed
1

\most critical type. ,. Ttiey attemptedto as ,uaccessn' infonnation'of th

15.

to develop comparable- `information bout costs and financial aid opportunities,
1

at a wide range of schoOls. .

s s.

The Associated Colleges of the Iciviest , a consortium of liberal arts

\

colleges ;'focused or aspests of instik\utiohAl "outcomes ,". namely, post-'

., .

college employment and rates of admission to graduate and professional
. .1 4.

schools. The project attpOlted to-demirate that already existing

/ 'national sources can be utilized to provtde built7in comparability.
x .

.

The.Syticuse Unive.rsit):,,Departments of Hi4her/Postseconda.ry Education

was Concerned with describiny aducattonal *ptrocesses"" in which a student
.

-----'

would participate during 64 tyears of attedonce. The researchers i

,examined existing acadetnic and career1ann erg services and atempted-
.

to write comparable descriptions for nine

The fourth agency, The National Center

Systems, included all three types of info

and vrdeesses -- in its work. This projec

pote,ntW.ly campuses but not
.

studerits.,:is- useful for students itn. makin

-alter4tive methods ofdpresenting the ide
!

e ,

C.L.
ay.

I

diverse institutions.

fol4 Higher Education Management

atiOn -- access, outcomes,

explored what information,

urrently provided to. prospectiye

comparlSons, and tested sopeA.

tified Tormation.
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Insigtits about 'comparability gairr4d in these four efforts, as well

as-in some of the eleven demonstration projects associated with the

National Task Force,mg'y be ovalue to others. -Therefore; the

relevant findings are.discussed ih"thi,i paper in five categories:

(1) alternative views about comparability of infatation; (2) consideration

'Of past and current reluctance of institutions to assist efforts toward

comparability of,information; (3) profes.sional.obligations to prqvide

comparable information to students; (41 accomplishments and problems

enountered1b' the :Task Forcikmembers; and (5) recommendations.$6r th6

future.
,

00

ALTERNATIV/tVIEWS- OF COMPARABILITY

.." ,
. . .

*

Two conflicting exist concerning the'use of information about
.

._..

two or more institutions for.comparison purposes!' One view, which we /

. have termed the "comparable information bits" approach, holdsthat true

comparability requires direct one-to-one comparisons among institutronst

on speCific items gf information, such as indites or ttatistics.
'

Exactly the same items of information must be obtained for each school=,

all basic pieces of data that -are included' in .the-Anformtion item

Oust be defined identically for each school, must be collected during.th .

same time frame us t the tsame techniques, And must be cobi.ned.in'ttie

same way to constitute the information item. 'Simil,a'rlyidtn this litew,.

all information items must be presented in the same format frer.ackr

. ,institution to facilitate direct comparison.
:slit

%
, ,

The opposing view is that one can only _compare "Whole pacites.0

s approach; each institution should indOvhdontly 1pbp* and present
;.;**,'

tt.,.

Z*.

;0.
-.

'Me



in the most ap
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Aescpibe the\ins
P'

student's miniifor.one

for other inititiLtions

of,

,

,

r

g
e .

1 r

ropriate dontextual manner all, information needed to

itutioh, Thep the "whole oiCLe" formed in the
. . _ , .

to -the student bat

A 1;

institution can be comped to the "whole picture
. .

Linder consideration. The picture most attractive

which cotes closest to meeting'his/her perceived

needs -- is thus selected. 'In this view, there,,is no concern for

lk

the information provides' u students by4other instituti'ns. The sole

concern-is with conveying t\prospective-studenti the essence of a
-

.

single institution-'and itsprOgrami in order tok accurately answe

questions from prospective students and their advisers. One r ibnale

for this approach ,is that'institutonal cpii erisons depend gre5V.

* uQon the interactions between student values and.the4rperceptions

of the institution. As atknowledgeSby Urawrence, Weathersby, Curry

and Eden"( 1971) *". . . coparibility likd beauty, is in the eye of the

- beholder."

A problem-with the "comparable bits' view is, that while a partiular

. information item may accurAely describe 4 given aspect of one

institutionf it May
,

distort.t e same aspect for another institution.

For example, comparison of the\percentage of, ntering students who
\

graduate may-be misleading when\comMunitycolleges are compared iiith

universities since (1any voca ional-technical tudents
.

get attractive

.job offers prior to graduation a it is to their vantage to drop out

.(2)Some students who plan to at nd four-year colleges and universitie/

ear; (3) many. part -time students
, 4

ree times as long to graduate; (4) a
,

significant number of students have no intention 'of graduating heir

transfer,at the end of the first

'work full time and take two or

goal is merely to take certain courses of interest:

8

zr

Ir

4

-
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Another problem with the "comparable bits" view id that it focuses
0

ntin on.specific aspects of the ihitifution in isolation:from other.t

impoi-tan:t'aspeets-. For example, a focus on "financial ald'awarded

accordtqg to students' family jncOme",ignores the fact.thWdetermination

of financial need commonly involvA'direct consideration of.up to
. ,

Torty morliristinct factors.1 A focus on job placement rates ignores

'the -many o0er desirable bytomes of a colle§e education.

The- "holistic"' approach has its problems. too. It is extremely

difficult to compare complex "wholes" without considering how selected

parts of each whole compqe to one another, ft is difficUlt"to get

a good feel for the whoTe icture at one such complex institution,

e
let alone for.several of m being compared,. For examples tional

Cetiter for Higher Education Management Systems project staff spent nearly

a week at each, articipating.campus visiting with dozens of people and

examining available information materials. .They felt they had a, pictUre

. of each campus sufftcient4y alid to allow comparisons. pute in comparing

t campuses after the visits, the discussion necessarily Aealt 'with

one sector or component of each campus-at a time. 'Nevertheless, knowledge
.4;

of the surrounding context on each campus made discussion of particular

inforOatiOn items more meaningful.

Another valid criticism ofthe "whole pictdre" approach is that some

.

types of info ration presentedifor one college may not beavailable

for others#thus the student may compare Peoples' with or rages" without
,

. .

being aware that this is
c_

so. For example, One institutionay discuss
7

the_ backgrounds, teaching experiences, an'd teaching phi4osophy of its

instructors as.a group; another institution may give a short background

. 9
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..capsule summary - separately far each instructor (.but omit his teaching

: %,

, .

Inloilosophy); and a third inititution. may Wit only the names, degreg

. .

credentials and subjects of each instructor. When wholg'pietures are '

1 .

, 1 4
4'.'-----

compared, each picture may more or less complete or presented in'

such different ways that institutional comparisons in regard to a particular. .

. .
. .

factor iVhindered and the dospective student must work much harder.
. ...

. . Yam

.

It*isalso more difficult for students to verify information that is

given in summarized, narrative-form.

The experiences of the Task Force embers suggest that the desired

1,
approach to,presenting informationJor com parability is an approach

.
a 1

. .
.

between'the two extreme poiitions that have been presented.4. 4, ".

The institution can supplement a data base of information with additional '

.unique information.for a better andfnore complete self'-description.
. .- :--,

Complete coMparability requi s compatible data" --consistency-- --..

1 r

from one institution to another n the definitions anctprocedures

. .

through which data are developed -- and totally compatible data are
v,

rarely if ever avail able. because -data cqllectideolves human judgment.

Nevertheless, useful data comPatability can be appioached through

1 "establishing a fixed structure and data definitions while
:

recommending

[to institutions] a set of flexible procedures fdr collecting data"

(Gamse and Service, 1976), Such a plan will allow both.comparisons
. ,. ,

,

.

. of discrete types of information and the development of the entire

.oicture.
.

.

4-The same has been shown to'be.trtie of an analogous jnformation exchaoge

program at NCHEMS that has attempted to. develop formats and procedures to

help institutions share acipinistrative planning and managemenO*nforMation..

.The initial 'approach to sharing management information was similar ,to the

"comparable' bits" approach, but NCHEMS learned early:that direct comparisons

'must be limited in number. ; .

r
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po INSTIT6TIONS,OBjECT TO PROVIDING COMPARABLE INF6RMATrON? I.

Coile4aes already provide Yor_the Publication of many kinds of

comparable data. Regardless of sponsorship, the various reputable

guides to colleges depend'upon institutional cooperation in.furniShing

the information. The American Council on Education'smasSivg compendium,

Amerman Colleges and Universities, The College Entrance Examination

.
- .

Board's College Handbook) the American College Testing Program's.

-C011ege Search /Planning Book,many commercial guides, and state-sponsored

or for-pr6ofit computk-ized information services all exist only'with
:

institutional cooperation.- Furthermore,although many of these quid

year. after year, have presented "traditional" bits of information pout

colleges, some of them now.venture to present "new" kinds of information

deemed.useful to'prospective students, including information on attrition

percent of students with finanacial heed whose full 'need is met,

minority group enrollments and even some student outtome measures.

- Higher education institutions,whetber enthusiastidally or/reluctantly,

continue to meet the demands for everimore complex types of comparable
/

dat&to be used by students at the first or screening stage of college

choice.

Undoubtedly most institutions share a reluctance to proyide long lists

cif data items when, as is sometimes the case, the relevant definitions are

unclear, the time and cost factors are significant, and_there is 'no check

.

on the veracity of the information-Supplied by competing institutions,-

Ay then, are institutions willing to participate tR these outside ventures?
. .

y
qe,
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_-. A wide variety of explanations- are possible,. Since the higher.,

education- community, itself has notably fai lit -to lestabll 0 i ts own .

fi

.

-9_

)4.

-
procedures, some institutions may feel ti(e line:of least r4e-sistance

'" l ' ; ,
. . ... .

Jies,iri complyir?g with demands from outside .providers. :Others are
_..

.. .. ,

convinced that the legitimate need of students for, corliparabTe information
. . , ..,

supercedes, concerns over methodplogy. Agatri,.spme.institkftions may be

apprehensive the; their Credibility migtAiifferir . they might be
-- ,

liverloked, if they were not jncluded in the guidebook.t.' For sill .

-.., - 4 % 4

others, looseness %of definition and control -and.and, even Tack of comprehensiveness

s

in rirrent guides may seesn, advantageouS:- an -institution.can put its

best foot forward, avoiding possibly damaging comparisons that might
- - .

` , result fri7 a .more Structured situation.' .

. ;,-
I ,/

AIL, j
... , Finally, for WI y institutions the present two-step system, i'mpe'rfect

- , *.
-

ds it may be,ls still- regarded as perhaps the best to be expected and
W ;

one that preserves important areas .-OT institutional utonomy.- There ..is
- - .

.L at least the possibility that if a wider range of information were provided

by guidebooks or other first -step means, the second-step inttiraction

bet=ween prospective student4and institution 'fright be reduced. Not

surprisingly, most institutions would regard such a development as
- ,

4

retrogressive, threatening even greater depersonalization'of the admissibnt, .

3
. _ .

, 4

--- process. Institutions tend to resist any surrender of their issponSibility
s,._ ,

. for.providing information ibout,themselves directly to prospective

students and the;ppriortunity .it presents for stressing their best
, . 4,

features. .', .
. . ....,

A review ofiadmissions literattire,revea-ls that almost never dOes an

; . 12'
0

,

ti

1.

'
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;
institutton include comparisons with ether institutions -hilts own :
.

Eater-tel. -Indeed, to do so is regar ed in many circles as unprofessiOriai.

g.

yet, most,schoo1s recognize an ethi al.and professional obligation

to provide cert#in types.qf compar tive data as aid to student decision

Jmaking. Presently, the college ndbooks are the 'rimary vehicles,

.
.

available for the,OsOarge of.t s respo 'Thus , -they

receive widespreaorsuptiort.
,

,
-,

, Ow

e

The question we face, then is not Whetherinstitutions object .

t
,.

,
-

,c
to providing comparable data, but whetheer they might be expected to

... object to production of diff rent typek of comparable data and to
e ,

providing a1 least some of his information at the local level for

use in the final, stages o decision ma)(ifig. Regardless- of the ay

these Alta ere defined - wather as "new," "better,'' "mole 'useful,."
- ;

,

1!more comprehensive," a certain amount of skepticism should be
, /

anticipated from the dilcational immunity. Institutions of postsecondary
.

education can be exp cted to resist attempts to pressure them
.

. ':.'.

.

into accepting chan es. Even if they are involved .r57-formulation

of new typesoof information, they will not quicklpagree upon what
t. e

. 4
information'is "n ," "better," or "more bseful," nor on consistent ,

-- ,
I i. . .

means of gatherin and presentihg them. ...-

is for Su reasons -%not general intransigence'-7 that manj/of

..the recommendations made over six yes ago by the College Board's
4 S

Commission on Tests ( 1270) are still unrealized. _One spetitic recommendation

wa that information prospective students receive should include (among

13



other; Items):.

rr . . such items as statistics on test-score distributions of
entering freshmen; the socioeconomic and geographic origins of
entering freshmen; the number of students who drop out and transfer
in..each year 'and their reasons for doing so, Anduding the proportion

of entering freshmen who complete college in the normal period; the
humber-of each type of degree awarded; the proportion of graduates
going 9n to preessionali$chools, graduate, schools, and .various

types of occupations . . .

.01
Six years laterdemonstration institutions on the National Task

Forte haveibegun to provide,and present some'of these recommended

types of informetion. Yet even among these pioneering schools"there
/ ,

. 0.

was no firm conviction that the information should be provided in as
e

...,

scimpepable manner aod relatively little effort was made fo do so.
.

..-
. ,

Indeed, many Task Force-members oppos.d a requirement of",,comparability

.
, . 11' lit -- s- ,

for the "new types" of information. Each demonstration institution.

discovered that it ig'sometimes costly and time-consuming to produce

liformation individually. In their perceptions,if.a comparability

requirement were added, the additional compatability, definitional,

.
and verification problems would increase these costs or duplicate them.

.. _

Other concerns expressed by%institutions, both Tas Force members anti*.

* -
.

others, include:

T. Potential acceleration of the trend toward decreased diversity

among institutions.and loss of uniqueness (There was also a

t

re6Dgnition that the exact oppo-site effect is pdssible as

institutidins are compared.) .40-

2. Potential sacrifice of descriptions of many of the aspecti

of the institution that a not quantifiable to ait' undue

ea

.-* .
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I

emphasis those,that are.
7%

S. Potential improper interpretation or incorrect inferences froin

isolated bits,of information supplied - without proper'safegUardslit

( Again, there was recognition that improper inferences'are.

possible with.present information materils.)
r

4. Reluctance to become involved with comparability that Might

1

,
provide another avenue for additional poorly conceiVed,

bu'reaucratic requirements that may `or -may not 'filcilitaX_

desired results. .

.

r.

THE PROFESSIONAL OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE COMPARABLE ItiroRmATio'

fidny institutional, concerns about misinterpretation and misuse of.,

comparative information are justified. Yet, two pressing considerations

t
,

,
(

. _ .
.

demand a concerted, if belated,effort by institutions.theniselves. '-, First

and forost is the obligation to act.on the knowledge thafladk'of .

Comp able information'at the final decision stage can,and has,resulted

in poor strident decisions, that are costly to the student, to. the

institution, ant, to society. SeCond,'the posibilgY:that otitsjde'.

menc..ies will soon ae;elop standards of comparability and impose them

on the postsecondary education community is real

In 'regard to the educational necessity for comparable information,

Task Force members found considerable evidence that studentsdepend

heavily on information from friends and parent's, Thismay be tAse, in

.15
I

I
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pert, because students find information prdvided byfinsA titutions

4

-to'be iviievant, difficult to interpret,-and lacking in comparability.

Most advice fromfriends and 'parents is given and received on the

0
premise that the adviso informatign. that allows him or gr..

Jo correctly infer tiat the ype of ucation Offered 0 a given

_school is appr'oTlate for that s or.i$ of "good" or "poor"

M. quality fonstudent$10 general. The a vice-may be wrong as often

. .4 ,

.' as rig t. Thus, in the current two-ste process of college; choice,
1

the and most important detisionoof en is based on unidimensionS1
o

'eankin s by uninformed partiei' rather:t n on either an, advarilageous

- presentation by the school of its merit's or the careful consideration

of the many factors important to an individual student.
4 .

Institutions of pOitsecondary education have long oppqed published'
,

1

"qualip" rankings on the grounds that each schbol 'has udiqUe features

easily ovetlooked by raters, or on groundsthat it is imirssible

to-measure educational outcomes accurately, Yet, by abdicating.

res!ponsibiity for comparable information, unidimensional and.even

biased Tatings by both for=profit guide services and well-meaning

. N04-44 parents and alumni are encouraged.
s,

Indeed, unidimensional ratings, whatever their source, are 4
, 4

inappropriate today for the diverse gioup of students and institutions

thaecomprise.postsecondary education. It is impossible to rank

inttiiptions intended to serve differ t purposes and clienteles on the

same scale, or even to rank institutions with somewhat similar

missions on a,scale ertinent to the educational needs of all students.

While the,public ha$ ac i re =notions of which, colleges are "good"

and, which are "second rate,4' such global images Areyof')fttle value

*It

, for today's students'. Further, in a rapidly changing postsecondary

16
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scene; the accepted stereotypes may no longer be.valid: Colleges

; have,a strongprofessional.obligation to encourage students to avoid

judgthentS.

DUring.the last few yeirs, federal agencies have moved rapidly-to

establ4Sh guidelines fot comp.irable data. State agencies, concerned

about federal intrusion on `a traditional state responsibility, are

be ginning to f911004 suit. The edudational community itself-can be
A

more widely'
tnvolved ill. the conceptualization and practice of_providing

le

snore appropriate information Standards if some reasonably tinifoth

definitions Ad methods qf.calculaiing data Can be devised. Similar
4.

,types of institutions'should,seemingly be,able to find common ground

fo'r at least paitial standardization of items, in the same way that

they have been willing to fill inquestionhaires for the various'.

college guides. As'diyerse requirements are introduced by outsidd

.agencies, and as more institutions adopt varying compler:inanagement

illforthation systemt, the task, will become increasingly difficult

and more. costly.

With comparability of information as a goal, there should be
. .

an investigation of already existing instruments that might supply

built:in comparability. Those data that can be standardized with

Only theloss of Aritinistrative convenience,should be gradually
r

made uniform; those that cannot be compared without. violence to the

mission of.the institution and thate that need special interpretation

should be 9arefully preserved from standardization.' Unless institutions

that'are concerned with preserving institutional autonomy begin to

%
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at4ck some'of the simpler problems, the war may be lost althougiithe

s'

battle is won.
, .

.

DEVELOPING TECNNLQUEs$ FOR.004ARABfLITY

.

The efforts of the National Task Force agencies'yere'made in this

context of general reluctance of institutions to provide comparable'

1 --.

In'ormation, mitigates by a growing recognition that:,' far both -* I

professional and expedient reasons, to time foi-..educators.to act

..

had come. None of.the agencies,,had authority to demand comparable
_ .

. .

data from the institutions-that 'agreed to coo ate; little:or nol
, .

. . : .

, .

fonds were provided to institutions that prticipated in research. .

%. Ji*

All participants were free to withdraw 4eom the deliberation at any

time and some did so. = . /

Resource agencies either gathered data themselves and conducted field

Masts using samples of students or provided the parti;ipating institutions

with a fr-ameworki'data gathering and field testing. In the field

tests,.students were asked to judge the comparable information presented

to theft; and to provide feedback about what was mosttuseful in terms

of their own characteristics and needs, and in terms of making

comparisons salient to them. In attempting to test the utility of

comparable data the resource agencies deliberately esdhewed an

evaluative role. No judgmerits were made of'Whether information that

quid be provided-by the cooperating institutions might cause

prospective students to infer tfwt an institution ranked "high" or "low"

onany,seale. Up attempt was made to construct quality rankings --

either unidimensional or multidimensional.

-1-6
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Using these guidelines in testing the utility of comparable

- .

information, the resource agenciestpaid considerable attention to

inferences that could logically and effectively be'made from comparatOe

data as well as thesinferencei stUdents attempted to make. SimilarlY,

such thought was given to.t he-interpretAions necessarpboth 'far

students to utilize the

accommodate differences

that emerge0 from these

categories: (1) efforts

to comparability.

information to maximum advantage and to

among institutions. .Some generalizations

A
I

experiences are summarked under two main

to comparable information, (2) barriers _

Structuring Comparable Information.

. The college Scht;larehip Service projedt developed a Trutbiin-Aiding

Statement that attempts-tio.estab bi shithe minimum infollMation that should
,..:,--

)

...

be communicated to students about costs and financial

.

aid opportunities5

The statement has three'levels. The first level "describes in nontechnical

terms the basic qual,tPications'and award:Conditions for students seeking'

aid from federal and state prograils. 'Such items would.include:

citizenship, unit course Toad re uirements, class level requirements,

maximum awards, minimum awardS, uration of awards, institutional

.bility for participation in ral programs$ and application sourde.

Such a Statement could be distributedby federal and state governments al'

a basic source of information about their programs.
6

. to.

5 The statement has been refined slightly by the Nation41 Association 'of Student

financial Aid Administrators and may be *recommended for national adoption.

'.6Federal law now rendires that institutions participating in federal

assistance programs distribute this information to students.

N
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Theseand level is a statement to, be provided'hy thp4ostsecondary .

.
, 4. -.

'14

inWtutions participating in federal"student financial ai4 programs.

.
A

'It. would include the preceding information and in addition:
*,

a. a description of an limitations, that the institutidp places

*

on eligibili o federal aid programs- ( such as mitfioum unit

course load; academic progress, renewal conditions, inStitptional

maximum awards):f r-tt-

vs,

b. a description of all groups and.categories of,student; that

47 It
are not aided by the nStitution from federa7 funds ffItich as

students seeking a second'bachelor'sdegree unclassified students,

participants in continuing education progr ); and
A

ythelinstitutIonc. a description of the six basic budget's us

in the award of aid and directions for hoP to obtain other

budgets used b.1 the nnsttions beyond the-basic six types.

This information was suggestsd for. distribution to every Wential

or present student who applied for or inquired about financial aid.

The third level of information is a recommended statement describing

comparable information about awards made under state an. .institutional

student aid 'programs. Included would be data about the number of

aid applicants;-TVe number of ai,d awards, the .institutional aid
1

packaging policies, and so forth.

These recommendations are reflect in a- number of the 'Natieonai

Task Force p;bspectuses, for example, those deyeloped by Barat.College,

, Mountain Empire Community College, Macomb Commpnity, College, and the

Univeriity of California at Irvine.? It appears, however,, that the

7
(...

The latter two institutions wen a national award from the College "
-Entrance Examination Board and Aetna Casualty Company.fdr their

excellent financial OdinfonMat ...ion. .. f /
... fr.

'.14f.,l',....
a

ilirlikV I

a

1
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.development.of guidelines for good practice and the implementation

-of good orictice are separate processes. The goal,of the project

has been to. urge the .student tolOok:beyond gross costs to the

'net expense of a.particular form Of education and to recognize

thatitheaim*of financial aid,prOgrams is not only ts increase access

but t6 introduce parity amoneaifferent opportunities.

This explorapry project-has demonstrated that it is

to have good communication lines between the person preparing the

information for prospective students and the'appropriate individual

in the financial aid office if adequate comparable data are to be

provided. The language of financial aid is extremely technical and

therefore difficult to communicate responsibly. Further, the'ehanges

in the availability of financial aid from year -to -year require

either very freqUent up-dating of information or additional hedges

against unavailability of money. In generalhowever, the project

flas successful and a structure has been created through which institutions

L '-

can present comparable data about financial aid.

Me,Associated Colleges of, the Midwest sought to demon9trate that

comparable data on aspects of graduates' oMployment, earnings, and

career patterns can be.co-llected through one or the othef of two
-

different methods: (1) 6y using a common survey instrument, or (2),by

using existing puyl it and quasipublic data - sources.

For a survey of the_graduates of the class of 1975; representatives.

of eleven of the Associated Colleges designed a questionnaire subsequently

mailed to all the 1975 graduates at each college. The same procedure

r-
Alas followed for a second questionnaire, sent to graduates of the classes

of 1970, 1965, and 1960 ( each college surveyed two of these classes).

s

ti
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, A selected list of Dictionary of Occupational Titles was included

Nj

4n the questionnaire, along with space, for write-in titles that

- were later coded following the same definttiops. Similarly, the

questionnaire provided a choice, of income categories and types of

employer. By and.large, these methods.appear to have resulted in

a high-level of comparabilityf although .had there beena pilot study,-

-. .

. .

certain occupational titles that proved to be popular for' liberal

arts graduates could have been included, reducing the number.of write-in .

.
.

.\.\
.

.
si.

..:

The survey instrum is applicable to all types-',of colleges for

self7study,edcomparability purposes.

Although the surveying and data analysis were performdd centrally,
A L

the results are presented by individual )c°liege as well as for the

entire group, so that each college can compa'e the responses of its
.

.

alumni with those of other colleges.

In another demonstration of comparability, the.AsSciiited Colleges

chose to present, data on the attainment of the Ph.D. degree by graduates

over a six-year period and had expected to present a similar analysis

for:admthion to medical and law schools. To do this, the ACM Colleges

turned, with varying success, to information coll'ected and presented

by outside organizatiobs. The most complete easily obtainable data are

those on the Ph.D. degree collected by the National Academy of Sciences

. and supplied in computer print-out form. At the time the ACM figures

were obtained, the print-out shows, all Ph.D. degrees awarded in the

years 1968-73 by the colleges of undergraduate origin of the candidates.

Subsequent figures have now been_released f,r doctorates obtained'in 1974.

Because these figures are available fdr all undergraduate institutions,

varying kindi of comparison are possibld. ACM chose to relate Ph.D's

22
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obtained by'graduates of each undergraduate college to the baccalaureate

degrees awarded, by thai dollege.

.In the case of medical and law school admission, the situation is
44

by nq means open to thP public gaze. There is no computer print-out

where one may discoyer the record for graduates from specific under-
..

graduate/colleges. And neither the Association of American Medical Wleges

(AAMC) nor the Law School Admissions Program of the Educational

Testing SerVqe can supply data over time, even if requested to do

so by a college. The AAMC, however, -had published.in the October 1974

issue of the Journal of Medical Education,a table showing medical

school admissions rates by selected undergraduate institutions. They'

very kindly agreed to supply similar data for ACM colleges,that had 'not
/

been. included originally. The 'Associated Colleges were thus able to

produce a table. showing this comparable informatiort

tPr'Since that time in 1975 when the ACM colleges first made their

request, the AAMC has revised its procedures. Now any college can,

upon'Rayment of a $15 fee, receive a "Roster of Applicants" showing the

characteristics of its own...applicants to medical schools. At the end

of the roster, there appears a summary of the.,admissions act on

taken by,medical schools and by the candidates themsel;es. The Associated

Colleges of the Midwest feels that the requests they -- and undoubtedly

other'idstitutions -- made may have 'Facilitated the inauguration of this

new service. Colleges can in turn, release such summary information to '°

. .

prospective students if they choose to do so, and it will be comparable.

. . .
.

. '.../'

with that of other colleges that use the summary report.

23
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The aw School Admissions Program of ETS does not now offer such

a service. ACM, in the course of trying to obtain comparable ilformation,

urged that the law schools consider such a development, and was assured

that-our suggestions would be given 'consideration at various future

program committee meetings. To test-out-the comparability of present

information, ACM requested-and paid for a trial hand tabulation of

whatever information was available about law school application's from

students at ACM colleges. The resulting tabulation was marred'by

the fact that many of the participating lawfschools do not report back

to ETS the ultimate disposition of wait - listed and other candidates.
F.

It is to be hoped that law schools may recognize -the merit of improving
.

- Iheir..data and'offering a service similar to the one supplied by

the Association of American Medical Colleges.

The Assotiated Colleges of the MidWest has demonstrated that

prospective students can be supplied with meaningful cross-ipstitutional

. comparisons uf the careers and earning patterns of graduates, at

least for institutions of a similar type; and in particular for private

liberal arts colleges like those in ACM. There is a wealth of published

dataavaflablb or actually on the campus, which presumebly needs only

to be put into a comparable form useful to prospective students and their

parents. It is deemed'essential, however, that institutions, prospective

students, and their parents be made fully atioare of the proper and improper
.4

inferences that can be drawn from the'data presented.

If

The .Syracuse University Department of Higher/Postsecondary Eduction

compiled comparable "prospectus- type" information from nine diverie

24
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postsecondary institutions. The prospectuses foctised on two major
4

educational processes -- individualized academic programing arid caree
4

planningt-- as been through pertinept institutional policies and practices.
A

Data were collected through interviews with administrators, faculty,
. .

and students, as well as through detailed anaVses of college publications.

Because the colleges were assured of anonymity in the field, tests
P

.later conducted, the instigators were free td write reasonably candid

descriptions of actual practice. The researchers took'partisular

care not to male quality judgments about institutions when writing

descriptions. it was,however, necessary to make decisions about 'what

represented reality since all personnel on a given campus seldom

tontribdted identical data and interpretation.

After struggling with several methods of presenting the information

it was acknowledged to be nwise to' construct_a chart that noted each

institution as offering or not offering a given service. Such a structured

format would necessitate frequent use of not available" or not applicable"

for smaller schools. Many institutions had little or no data on the

extent to which students availed themselvesof college services or

pursued available academic and career planning options; therefore charts

and graphs were not useful modes of presentation. Long narratives

were judged unsuitable because.of the risk of researcher biasiin

writing. The question and answer format was finally chosen as most clear,

fair, and comparable. nevertheless, attempts to compare decentralized

policies with scarce documentation while maintaioing accuracy made the

comparative descriptions sound vague and nebulous. Fairly detailed

questions were necessary to allow description of those schools with the

most elaborate options; consequently, answers often Teeried repetitive*for

2;:
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sraller schools or those with a limited focus. Proprietary institutions

were difficult to fit into the questiErn and answer format since the

terms Used and the mode of operation in these institutions Offered

radical3y from non -profit, schools.

It wps not possible for every important deviation from official

pOlicy to be'noted. An illustrative example is a statement that

commonly appears in college documents: "Facul y are expected to issue
(:

warnings atirm to students who are doing work below passirig

t quality." As stated, this is a perfectly accurate policy statement

in many institutions. It maybe more meaningful to the student,. howevei-,
-4

to know,whether most faculty fulfill this expectation. Participating

schools rarely had statistics of this sort,

i

t, nor did they know how many-

studgnts received such warnings. They werrhelpful in giving best -

estimates. True cowarability for students seems to imply that thee

institution .make explicit not only its philosophy and policy in such

matters but sore idea of how the policy actually operates.

Four descriptions, which remained unidentified,- weretested with l41

enrolled college students and college-bound juniors-from three high sChools.

,One finding is that students who perceive themselves as having specific

) - needs are likely to view information pertinent to those needs as

particularly important. For example, students uncertain about career

choice viewed career counseling information as particularly' important

when responding to a checklist of informatioh items. But'they were not

necessarilybore likely,rhen making a hypothetical choice among the

institutions described, to select an institution that offered such services.
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Local school atmosphere was inferred fro the desyiptionsaby the

students in the field test. Thus; a "ho list view was formed from

the question and answer data. BLit different:students placed different

emphases on the factors that constitute school atmosphere. Some students

placed heavy emphasis on duality Of teaching, while others were more:'

interested in flexible rules or the &al environment, Further,

motivations for seeking the,same information differed. For, example,

two groups of students desired to know about academic standards on the

campus -- one group sought to be associated with an academically

serious group of students, the othergroup desired to avoid a high

pressure academic situation. Thus, while other Task Force projects

have stressidsubgroups based. on, age, etilnicity, and geographic' origin

as needing different types of information, the Syracuse researchers,

found evidence that student motivatioi a, factor in the information

perceived as important.

Students made inferences that went far bey what-could be

legitimately inferred. They attributed variance in institutional

Climate*and esprit to statements of policy and procedures in.the

prospectuses. In discussing a school VI provided detailed policies

and procedures, some, students interpreted .this as evidence'of fair

practiCe toward students, othe as evidence of high academic pressure,

and still others equated detailed policies with institutional rigidity.,

The results of the study indicate that while comparability of educational

processes, as detcribed qpoTicies, procedures and student behaviors,

is possible, some 6f. the uniqueness of each school may be lost In the

A
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descriptions and students may ma-ke unwarranted-infer-6:6dd%. It is not

known, .of course, what inferences the some Student would make from

traditional information material currently supplied by each institution.

The National Center fOrifligher Education Management Systems. (NCHEMS)

gathered over 3300 responses-to a College Information Needs Questionnaire

from Irigh school students, college students, parents and counselors.

In addition, over 500 of these people and various college officials
. -

were ificerviewed. Considerable consistency was found among these'

groups regarding the information perceived As necessary for college;

choice. In the survey, 29 items were considered.either importint -46r

,very important bythe majority of respondents in all groups, and- 29, other

items were considered to be important by significant numbers.of respondents.

Moit of the important items clustered into five general categories:

instruction and instructors, admissions/transfer Information, financial

aid, outcomes, and information relating to program major. Least important

.was information about enrolled students,
.

-1

rh working with five of the participatinginstituOons, NCHEMS found

that excep for outcomes inforriation and student ratings of services

and instru ion, the information considered most important by the

a

11.

Audiences participating in the survey was generarlyAvaflable. Further,

-\
institutions said that they were generally willing:to ieTease these

.
. N

items of information to prospective students.

.
The NCHEMS project also sought to examine the effects on understanding .

and on comparability of different ways of presenting the various information

items that had been rated as especially important. This was done through

26
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administration of a Rating Ways of Presenting Information questionnaire.

Actual case data were presented in the questionnaire.for twelve of these

'information items, separately for two colleges, A and B, using each of

five presentatiOn formats: (1) tables of statistics, (2) tables

with cartoons or caricatures, (3) script paragraphs, (41 question And answer,
. ,

.

.

and (5) charts and graphs. Several hundred new freshmen at five quite '

different colleges in different parts gfathe country re Bonded to the

N-
alternative presentations for each item separately in terms of two

% .

criteria: "Which way of presenting this information is most understandable'
,

%

F
and meaningful to you?" and "In which way of presenting th's,type of

information is it easier to compare College A and College B. This was .

only a preliminary exploration using a

no attempt was made to have the sample

wasasked to choose a diverse sample),

*11 sample of students, and

representative ( eash college

but the results are instructive.'

The form of presentation most often used by/colleges An their

materials, script paragraphs, was judged poorest for both

meaningfdlness and comparability. Surprisingly, the highett ratings for No'

most of the items on both meaningfulness and comparability were given

to tables. For several of the items of inforMation, there were clear

indications that graphs would definitely aid comparability, and the students

. definitely seemed to prefer bar graphs, over line graphs. There Were

- .

so-indications that different types of students preferred different

presentation formats -- both with regard to meaningfulness and comparability,

each format had.its advocates for, all twelve items.

The NCHEMS results suggest that an institution' can, lm its own,

23
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improve the comparability of its information

\tristItutions. The results also suggest that

tontent'ind format are crdcjal. For example,

to that of other

factors other than

defining important

terms used, and having the information piece well organized are important

criteria.

There are consistent types of information that, students feel
.

would be helpful an attempts to compare these types of information

should receive first attention from Colleges. UnfortUnately, many of

6ihe items rated most important, such as ratings of instructors and

.instruction, are also'''the materials that seem likely to pose the

-greatest difficulty, on the campus, both politically and because of

*potential misinterpretation. Few of the National Task Force demonstration

',institutions attempted to introduce comparability on such items.

Although tomparibility was not their major focus, National Task Force

demonstration ?.:1:stitutions conducted cooperative actives that

promoted comparability across

Every three to five months at

the information materials being developed.

Task Force meetingi, project coordinators

compared problems, information under consideration for collect ion and

presentation to prospedtive students, the-composition of potentially

useful indices, Ofinitions of terms, orgadization of materials,

fiVexing techniques to facilitate information use, desirable formats

.,..ffoxdifferent types of information, and so forth. They also discussed

problems and issues related to comparability with resource agency

repripentatives. Influenced by these discussions, some similarities

:in techniques, format, and content were introduced into a number of

theelOen prospectuses.

3 0
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' ft should be emphaSized that, in many, instances, concerns about

Providing clearer and more meaningful information, rather than concerns

with tryfil6 to make -data comparare, led to improved comparability

across sirectuses, This is.made clear in a Task Force resource paper

by Coeh (1976):9

. . . SiMilarly, sex and student ability level affect such
outcomes as-academic and voluntary dropout, and salaryevel,
the one land; and retention, graduation, exiting test scores, and
graduate school admission, qn the other. Where reports have

been blocked on variables such as these, the motivation hAs'typically
beemto provide a-clearer picture to the institutiop's students.
While a certain degree of interinstitutional comparability is.the

egult, we believe that to subdivide reports only to provide

comparability will havea negative effect on the student. For

example, to make the participating institutions' attrition reports

potentially comparable would require subgrouping of all of them by

fall- versus part-time, ability level, academic program, and

readmitted versus continuous. Such subgrouping would be

tremendously confusing to any reader, in addition to suffering

from small sample sizes. We conclude, then, that standardized
definitions and report's should not be sought except for items

of known and major comparative value to students. While supporting

the goal of cross-institutional comparability, we believe local

student and institutional needs should govern information selection

and format.

Overall Task Force experiences suggst that there are a number of

generaPy amailable information items that can be compared in a straight-

.. forward' and valid manner, even.for dissimilar inItitutions. ;These

include head-coUnt enrollments ( subdivided into full- and part-time

categories), sex, age distributions, racial /ethnic distributions,

'geographic distributions of students, percentage of freshmen' receiving

financial aid of various types ( and average awards), typical financial

aid packages, grade point average distributions, entrance test score

44 gIt should also be noted'that some Task Force members disagreed with

the view presented by Loeb, expressing the view that it will not be

possible to determine which items can be meaningful to students' when

presented Fn a comparable 'manner until such an experiment is tried

and Student decision making studied. '

3i
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d tributions, tuition and other-costs, type of community in which

the institutive jsilocated, available housing, available student

services, institdtion-bride requirements, rules; regulations, and pqlicies.

.

16 proOther institution-wide items shoti probably only be compared
.

re
,

.

-- across slmilar institutions. These include perce-ntage of students
.

.

e .

transferring to different types of institutions prior to graduation,

percentage of those graduating who go on to follow-up schooling of

different kinds, and percentage who get jobs of various types.

A college's rant' among a staAdard and representative ( normed) group

of their type on data like the ACE freshmen survey can also be a useful'

information item on which to make direct dhe-to-one comparisons.iii
However, it is important that the population bases for' these ranks and

this also applies td other student data distributions mentioned

earlier) be specified in an,obvious, understandable, and clear manner.

For distribution data from standardized tests to be meaningful

to a prospective student, it may be necessary to relate the data to the

type of institution,A6 the particular program within the institution,

and to incoming,.student abilities, aspirations, and goals, so that the

input differences in studerit and program characteristics arectaken

account. Thus, if the student compares Graduate Record Examination

scores fOr the department of business at College A to those for the

department of business at College 8, in the context of other information

About the two departments, their students and their institutional

environment, this base item of infOrmation will more likely be interpreted

correctly. Direct comparisons of such data can only be really meaningful

if they are made across similar programs in similar institutions, or

across similar nstitutior# with similar students and programs.

I-
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HealeCollege and, the University of California at Los Angeles

both developed profiles-of incoming students that were based on'

the American Council of EduCatiorfs annual.surveys.of college 'reshmen.

Both of these profiles can be meaningful and useful to prospective

students, and for comparative pu oses, when it is realized that

Heald College. Provides i "highly focused program of study"Idesigned

to'train students for a specific job in

Uy's undergraduate program is largely

for advanced professional positions and

-Except for items applicable only to

a short period of time, while

designed to prepare students

graduate or profIssional tchool.'

an entire institution,

the NCHEMS project interviews suggested that it might be useful

to studiptieho have narrowed their choice of a.program if thq types

of information already mentioned were available separately by program

( -

for cross-instftutional comparison. Similarly, it would be useful

to major subgroups-of students ( older students, major racial/ethnic

groups, part -time and'full-time students, and by sex) if student distribu-
,

tions iike thote cited earlier were made available separately by sub-
-

4

group. For example, Educational ortunity pro'6ram Counselors and

minority s .tudents reported that comparisons on their type-of student

are particularly useful.

Even relatively straightfCrward information items can be misleading

for some institutions if the basic information is not put in context

whenever the institution being described feels that the information

could be misinterpreted. The emphasis, on particular information items

in this discussion should not be construed to contradict the value

-of combining a "comparable bits" approach with a "holistic" approach.

.4
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Barriers to Comparability

The barriers to comparing information that Task Force agencies

encountereckare not new or unexpected, and some of them have already
0

, been mentioned. In fact, most have been readily cited by campus

administfators in their negative reactions to federal attempts to
,

-

impose standard a. . ation requirements for'students receiving

41 federal ,Inancial assistance. The work of the resource agencies did,

however, delineate many,of these problems more clearly,and thus, some

positive steps to imp roving the situation may be suggested. The barriers

_jr fall into four main categories: (1) those inherent in the organizational

structure of higher education; (2) those due to la ofivailable

information; (3) 'those due to diversity among institutional types and

missions, as well as diversity among students; 4d* (4) those ,due to

inadequate bases for interpretation of information.

Organizatonal s,---ructure Postsecondary institutions, particularly

non-profitschools, differ in significant ways from other business and

service organizations in Americah society in the relative autonomy

accorded the professionals who are employed within them. Not only are

faculty members relatively autonomous and free from administrative

control in the way they conduct their teaching and research, but they

are also close involved in'institutional governance. The degree of

autonomy and po icy-making involvement differs in different types

of institutions; it4s' a prominent characteristic of research universities
.

and highly selective li4eral,arts colleges
4..

and less promfhent in public

community colleges and; proprietary institutions.

Barriers to comparability are inherent in this decentralizOd

governance system. Specifically, the autonomy of individual faculty
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member's and of the lowest organizational unit, the academic department,

results in a diversity of operational policies and practices throughout

the campus and often in the' lack of systematic data collection characteristic

,of a loosely structured admiiiistratIve . system:- For example, id'
1

attempting to write comparable descriptions of academic policiq in

nine institutions, the Syracuse University resource agency_foUnd that:

* The policies concerning a given procedure varied widely even

within a stngle institution, making it difficult-to state a

clear institutional policy that a student could compare with that

of another institution.

* The mechanisms through which policies actually ate carried out
./

are frequently informal and dO not coincide with officially

stated policies. Thus, clear statements of institutional,. .

policies may actually be misleading ito prospective stlidenp.

* Single purpose institutions ( such as vocational schools) are

more likely to have clearer policies and operational mechanisms

than are comprehensive institutions. This is related to their

more centralized system of control as well.

* Institutions that see their roleasindividualizing education for

the AOUdent are lesi likely to be able to state specific policies.

Thus, ironically, the institution,that intentionally gives:more

attention to the individual student may appear, n ascimparative

sense, to have n ebulous policies or even fewer services when it

is described in terms of its stated praCtices.

-* Comparability is more easily possible regarding topics, such as
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/
dismissal standaks, where, because- Of past legal vulnerability,

. .

the institution/has formulatedtclear statements and centralized

_._

authority.

Lack of Adequate'Dpta Lack of adequate data is clearly one of the

greatest obstacles to coMi5arability enco4nter6d not only by the resource

agencies,b6t also,by the demonstration institutions associated with the

available about the, activities of faculty and staff in contr ting

to student outcome'go.als. Recent preSsures have been toward accumulating

data relevant to financial decisioits,.not to curricular or student

developmInt decisions.

Yet all the resource agencies pointed the way toward the use of

already existing information: colleges and universities do not need to

reinve the wheel. NCHEMS found that much of the information students

Maimed they needed was'whilable on its participati.ng Campuses, having

been collected for use in administrative decision-making. The ACM

used a commonly available standardized data source to compare graduate

and professional school admissions and achievemelts. The College

Scholarship Service disCovered that information officers were not always.

in communication with financial aid officers and that this hindered

publication of a1d information alrLdy available. And Syracuse discovered

that, while much data of the type they were seeking had not been collected,

the deficiency resulted from lack of concern with the processed under

1 .

.
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cons'deration-rather than cost or difficulty in getting the information.

Among .the demonstration institutions too, similar data were

available on sever campuses. Most notable are the results pi well-
A

known environment surveys: the ACE freshman survey; the Educational

Testing Service's Institutional Goals Inventory and Institutional

Fdnctioning Inventory, and results from the College Student Questionnaires

and the College and University Environment Scales, among others. Even

now, colleges and universities frequently publish'selected statistics

from one or more of these surveys in their student newspapers or

alumni gazines, often in-connection with national norms,'to show how

their institution.compares with others. Similarly, small'groups of

"thStItutions share information confidential)y to compare their

standings and progress. Examples of such sharing include the former

College Research Center, an ETS- based organization which conducted

institutional research for groups of small colleges, the Council for
ti

the Advancement of SMall Colleget, the ivy League-univelities,

the women's college consortium, and groupg of land -grant universities

in certain areas. In many states, data concerning all public institutions

are available in a central data bank. The next and logical step is

to make this information available to prospective students. , 0

/

Diversity oflinstitinions and Studants. The American system of

postsecondary education is very diverse. In spite of claims that

I,' institutions have tended to beoome too much alike in their philosophies,

purposes, governance, structures; and methodologies, the amount -of

diversity is staggering even within asingle type of postsecondary

institution. Just as the purposes of institutions are diverse, the

3 7"1
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Purdoses of students in attending a given institution also range
01

ly. The outcome'measures appropriate for a liberal arts college

may be just as clearly inapOriate for a community college. And yet,

these areas overlap: some vocationally oriented students do attend -1..

liberal arts colleges and some students intent on broadening their

cultural horizons .do attend community colleges. Even apparently homo-

geneous prospective student groups as "adult students," "Mack students',"

and "Chicano students".are composed of important subgroups each of which

has unique educational needs as well as unique information needs.

Three of the resource agencies produced; - evidence based on subgroups

of students: NCHEMS examined many subgroup responses to its interviews

' and questionnaires; CSS specified six differentstandiFd financial-

aid budgets but admitted that individual circumstances might require

as many as fifty different budgets in making aid decisions; Syracuse

found that students with different perceived needs valued different

information in college choice. 4

Although because of expense, tradition and politics, data base$

also vary from institution to institution ( and some are firmly entrenched),

it would seem possible ,for institutions of similar type to formulate

several typical stUdenktypes on the basis of available data. Information

_about previous student s uccesses and outcomes could be geared to those

basic types, although each student will still consider individual factors

in making decisions: Presently, inforMation disseminated by institutions

istimed primarily at the "typical" student, but a demarcation 6f six

to eight well- founded types might be more appropriate.

1,4
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'InteTvretation einformation. Even if valid,accurate and comOrable

information is provided, students using the information may misinterpret.

it or interpret the same information in different ways. Several

of the Task Force projects, for example, found that commonjermS

/)in pOstsecOndary education are often misunderstood or misinterpreted

bx prospective students. To illustrate, many high school seniors

interviewed in the NCHEMS project thought thatclass size referred either

to kassroom size or to the'numbers of freshmen, sophomores, juniors,
I

and seniors. .Other colleges found that students did not understand

a college Major.

Terms can be easily defined once they are identified. Other

problems are more complgx. Earlier, we mentioned a number of

information variables that we considered to 'be 'relatively straight-,

forward and valid to compare directly,," These items, however, are

- probably not as crucial to student choice as other, more difficult

to interpret informatton,yM6 needs special qualification by the

institution. Attrition data, mentioned earlier, is a good example.

jia'ny institutions do not record or report how many graduates are

re-admitted students ( "stop-outs") who were considered drop-outs

.at an earlier time. Similarly,graduation rates by program may count

those who changed majors as drop-outs. If such information is

properly qualified it could be quite useful to-students.1°

Other information items that require interpretation include:

I °Difficulties in interpretation tray explainwhy students, counselors

and others ten34d to downgrade the importance .of attrition data in several

of the Task Force surveys.

33
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changes in major, library adequacy, grading practices, and fiscal

stability. These informatibn items should not-stand by themselves,

but should have clarifications in obvious view.

Types, of information that need even more interpretation than

those in the preceding paragraph include: attrl'tion rates, quality of

e

teaching, number of graduate student,g teaching, almost any.kind of
/A

e calculated index other than simple percentages (faculty-student ratio,

total FIE credits, cost per tredit'hour, etc.), and much of

the quite specific, detailed information that several Task Force

institutions found that prospective students desire: faculty

philosophies and workload breAkdowns, the "real" bases and cut-off

points on v4hicA students are accepted or rejected. These types

of information come closest to needing the "whole picture" presentation.

And, perhaps even more than with other items, these descriptions should
Ye.

probably only be given for similar programs in similar institutions.

Another serious problem, related to interpretation',is "information

, overload." If several institutions that a student is considering

provide an abundance pf clarifying information about a, particular index,

and the clarifications lead in different directions for each institution,

the student is likely to become confused and frustrated. Institutions

need to be selective, brief and simple in clarifying the information they

provide.
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__ DELIVERING COMPARABLE INFORMATION! RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE FUTURE
: . 4

Publishedguidebooks give prospective students a variety of

information about postsecondary institutions across the country.

Similaly, computerized information systems can help students to

narrow their institutional options quickly and easily. In general,

such books and computerizedsystems supply a limited number of traditionally

accepted information items for a large number of colleges. The

information they chain is most useful in the first stages of college

choice for screening purposes. Currently,each separate gOidebook

service collects its own information so that colleges-and universities

are bombarded with'requests from proprietary companies, non -prit service
C.

agencies and professional, associations, as well eel-gent-les of

. state and federal government. Seemingly,a first step to more adequate

attention to better information for students and increased efficiency

foe-colleges would be to collect all information through one agency

that would make it available to the others.

it it-clear from Task force studies that students have additional

information -heeds .of great importance, which surface at a second-cm

final stage of the college choice process. Once the student

has'used guidebooks, a computerized system, or other methods to harrow

do /the institutions to be considered, more detailed and in -depth

comparable information is needed for the final choice. . The extensive

and Varied information distributed annually by institutions is often

inadequate in content or form and varies markedly from institution to

inWtution. Students, parents, and counselors find it difficult to

111
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most useful to prospective studepts, specify data from existing

instruments that could be utilized, and conduct research and

.
exploration into problems and issues of comparing information.

The informatibn should be up-dated regular y, be made available

to students in a timely fashion, be partitioned for important sub-

groups of students for each college, and be stored in disaggregated

form so that it can be arranged and packaged..ina multitude of

ways to serve the needs of other agencies.

Since educational community would assume 'leadership, Ised

on its traditions of voluntarism and self-regulation, such

an agency could lay the groundwork for retrieving ftom testing,.

regulatory, governmental and commercial agencies the responsibility

for providing information to students and institutions.

2. The new agency could also provide a neutral critiquing and re-,

ferral service for colleges. Specialists would be available-to

critique any information materials for students thata college

wished to send them, suggesting how the publication might be. .

improved. The agency could also make staff members available

at cost fbr on-site consultingjwith colleges or by sending them

a list of consultants in their area Vho have been trained and

certified by the agencyT' qualified to assist. 'these services

could be provided for a small fee or, free of charge, depending

upon fpnding arrarieTents.

I

$

3. The new agency should publish a college guidebook WO will
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most useful to prospective studepts, specify data from existing
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an agency could lay the groundwork for retrieving from testing,,

regulatory, governmental and commercial agencies the responsibility

for providing information to students and institutions.
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2. The new agency could also provide a neutral critiquing and re-:

4

ferral service for colleges. Specialists would be available-to

critique any information materials for students that.a college '

wished to send them, suggesting how the publication might be, .

imOoved. The agency could also make staff members available

at cost fbr on-site consulting:with colleges or by sending them

flgr-
a list of consultants in their area Who have been trained and

certified by the agencyT qualified to assist. 'these services

could be provided for a small'fee on free of charge, depending -

upon arrarieTents.

3. The new agency should publish a college guidebook WO will
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demonstrate new types of comparative data for student use.
1:

It would provide, "for the first time, a comprehensive, comparative

view of the American student experience at identified institutions.

The guide would include any institution that agreed to furnish

deignated.types of. information, particularly that concerning

the nature of the student body, the educational and social
4 .

proceAs'and student outcome'meaSures. Such items might be

selected from existing national surveys, supplemented by a common

career or vocational instrument for graduates from each type of

institution. Funds should be available to institutions demonstrating

a serious commitment to this voluntary effort, but daunted by the

,.- costs involved. While only a few hundred institutions might

pahicipabe,in the first'Year, the numbers would likely increase

with each subsequent edition of the.guide.

:4 It is also recommended that the states use the data base from

lliknew agency to develop and distribute well-organized and

effective handbooks that will provide potential students with

information they need about relatively local opportunities. .States

. could lso usefdlly develcip cooperative relationships with other
' 4

state .in their regien to supply a handbpok for local students

.*
who are considering a regional institution. State commitment to

tt and support of such an endeavor woad enable the information

to reach each prospective student inan inexpensj* and manageable

form for use at home as well as in schools and counseling agencies.

It is also recommended that the states develop appropriate com-

puterized information systems for vocational end educational

44
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"dedision making based on the models developed in the U.S.O.E.

kpilot project new underway in eight states. The computer ter-

minals for thq system, as well as the student handbooks discussed

abOve, should be available in public locations in addition to high

schools.

4.

5. In order to develop adequate information for the second stage of

dedision making, colleges and universities will need both assistance

and added incentives. Governmental agencies and other funders

should support the development of comprehensive information byt

institutions, either through commissioned studies or through

the agency suggested earlier. Guidelines and suggestions for

colleges, beyond what have already been produced by the National

Task Force, are needed.

Institutions unquestionably need some incentive system to

reinforce their professional obligation to help students compare.

While other motivational techniques may be preferable, monetary

competitions to select institutions that best typify ideals of

comparable information might be used._ Student insistence on more

comprehensive information,- possibly resulting from guides which

help students ask the right questions, can also be effective. While

students can become the most important (and the most natural) source

for ensuring that institutions provide the information needed by

oof

prospective students, regulations from agencies external to post-

secondary education that mandate compliance ?n inflexible ways are

the least desirable motivational technique.

45
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The lack of comparable information for prospective students-can and

has resulted in "wrong" student decisions, which art-tostlyto the

student, the institutions and society. Therefore', the strong possibility

exists that outside agencies will soon impose additional standards of

comparability on postsecondary institutions. Such externally imposed

standards may promote homogeneity, may be costly, and say give a distorted

picture to prospective students -- the precise situation institutions

hope to'avoid -- unless institutions initiate cooperative actions.

Building upon the beginning efforts of the National Task Force on

Miter Iniformation for Student Choice, institutions of similar types

n104 to agree-on some reasonably uniform definitions and methods of,'

collecting, presenting, and qualifying particular items of information

approplte to valid educational decisions.
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CHOICE is A Center for Helping Organizations Improve Choice in
Education, located in the Department of Higher/Postsecondary Edu-
cation at Syracuse University and supported by the Fund for the
Improvement of Postsecondary Education.

The goals of CHOICE are:

* to gather and disseminate to institutions current knowledge
about-the content_and process of improving information for
prospective students.

* to provide technical assistance to institutions seeking to
review and/or improve the current information they provide
to prospective students.

* To evaluate the impact of more comprehensive information
dissemination on student decision-making and institutional
operations;

* to facilitate the invdivement of institutions in the devel-
opment of infopmatfon policy alternatives for use by both
governmentgrand nongovernmental groups.

Project Director Assistant Project Director

Joan S. Stark- Patrick T. Terenzini

315-423-3701

*****************************************************************

Among-the longest-established programs of its kind in the country,
Higher/Postsecondary Education at Syraduse prepares professionals
for a wide variety of leadership careers in postsecondary education,
including positions in colleges and universities, federal and pri-
vate agencies and foundations, state boards, consortia, 4nd educa-
tional research settings..

c,

The Department currentlyoffers the M.S., Ed.D. and Ph.D. although
most of the eighty enrolled students are studying for the Ph.D.
Academic programs include courses from many departments and other
schools and colleges of the university, including the Maxwell School
of Citizenship, and the Schools of Public Communication, Law, and
Management, as well as specialized work in higher educatiotOmin-
istration and research. The faculty includes members of ni-

versity administration and full time scholarsin the field. In ad-

dition to teaching, faculty often have grants for.research and
development projects, such as Project CHOICE, in which students
participate,
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